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NEW QUESTION: 1
An engineer has implemented 802. 1X on a cisco 2960x switch
with this port configuration:
When a non-managed network switch is connected 802. 1x fails,
which reason for this failure is true?
A. The mab command is missing.
B. EAPOL frames are not being forwarded
C. BPDU frames are not being sent.
D. The authentication host-mode multi-auth command is miss
E. The authentication host-mode multi-host command is miss.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer has an online and batch processing application. The
batch process can be executed multiple times during the day on
demand and can overlap the online application.

RuleApps and rulesets are the same across online and batch. The
batch application also manages big batches with high
throughput.
How can this application be architected to address these
requirements?
A. - Configure 2 clusters in the same cell where the online
application is running: one cluster for the online application
and a second cluster for the batch process.
- Configure the Rule Execution Server console outside of the 2
clusters to share the RuleApps across the online and batch
application.
B. - Separate infrastructure from online to batch, each one
configured in a separate cluster.
- Configure a ruleset interceptor to route the workload between
online application execution units and batch execution units.
C. - Use separate infrastructure for online and batch
processing.
- Use managed approach with a centralized Rule Execution Server
for online.
- Configure a set of J2SE RuIeApp clients to run in parallel
and distribute the batch workload.
- Change the Rule Execution Server and XU notification
mechanism to TCP/IP to use the same deployed RuleApps for both
the batch and online application.
D. - Use an embedded approach for the online application and
batch application to address the high throughput and change the
execution units to file persistence to simplify the deployment.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
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NEW QUESTION: 4
What is analyzed by the following stitcher rule?
AnalyzeSQLStats ('DNCIM','ospfRoutingDomain')

A. DNCIM database ospfRoutingDomain table
B. Entire DNCIM database
C. DNCIM routing table OSPF
D. NCIM database ospfRoutingDomain table
Answer: C
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